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iPad 3 is the awesome creation of the Apple. It quiet bit larger than the earlier generation but still
feel comfort in the hand. Again Apple has seemingly upped the ante in the tablet space with its
latest model iPad 3 due to its new camera, faster processor, larger capacity battery, and
unbelievable display features. iPad 3 (802.11 a/b/g/n) is so thinner, faster; and a faster processor
that it feels like a different device and also includes front and rear cameras. It refines an already
excellent product. It is made regarding Appleâ€™s multi-tasking methodology which keeps it quite
different from the other tablets.

Platform Supported: This Tablet is HTML (Safari) enabled runs on iOS 5.1 Operating System
powered by Dual-core 1 GHz Cortex-A9 processor, PowerVR SGX543MP4 (quad-core graphics)
GPU, Apple A5X chipset made up of custom-designed with high-performance.  It has 2G Network
(GSM 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900, CDMA 800 / 1900 - for Verizon), 3G Network (HSDPA 850 / 900 /
1900 / 2100, CDMA2000 1xEV-DO - for Verizon) and 4G Network (LTE 700 MHz Class 17 / 2100 -
for AT&T, LTE 700 MHz Class 13 - for Verizon) supported device.

Memory & Storage Capacity: iPad 3 has its own internal 1GB RAM and storage memory of up
16/32/64GB. It is also Wi-Fi (802.11a/b/g/n) supported device.

Display & Dimensions: The size of iPad 3 spread up to 9.7-inch (diagonal) with the resolutions of
1536 x 2048 pixel resolution. It has display type of LED-backlit IPS TFT, capacitive touch-screen
with 16M colors. It also supports for display of multiple languages and characters simultaneously.

The Body dimensions of this tablet are of 241.2 mm x 185.7 mm x 9.4 mm and having the weight of
662 g. It has the Touch-sensitive controls with multi-touch and protected through Scratch-resistant
glass having oleo-phobic coating.

Design: iPad 3 Tablet is quiet bit larger than the original one but still feels comfort in the hand and
looks very decent. Accelerometer, Gyro sensor (also known as angular rate sensors or angular
velocity sensors) and Compass Sensor are the part of the Apple device which gives you sensational
touch. It is designed in a way that feels you comfort while handling to it. It has a very simple
appearance and a dense feel without being heavy. iPad 3 maintains the design characteristics of its
predecessor. Moreover it looks just like the iPad 2, but itâ€™s minutely thicker (0.37â€• thick) and heavier
(23 oz). Due to its milled aluminum casing and glass-covered display it looks iconic, fresh and solid
tablet. On the top hand side of the phone, sleep/wake buttons and headphone jack are placed.
Power button, mute switch, volume control, 3.5mm headset jack, 30-pin dock connection port, and
microphone are placed around the side.

Camera Quality: Apart from this, iPad 3 comprises of Dual Cameras i.e. Primary camera which is
known as main rare-facial camera having 5MP (resolutions of 2592 x 1944 pixels) and many more
features like; autofocus, Touch focus, geo-tagging, face detection and video (1080p@30fps, video
stabilization,). Secondary camera which is known as front-facial VGA (480p@30fps) camera with
the features such as, Photo and video video-calling over Wi-Fi.

Battery: iPad 3 has 11560 mAH lithium-polymer battery and Charging via power adapter or USB to
computer system. Its battery backup of standby time is up to 720 hours, talktime of up to 9 hours.

Internet & Connectivity: Internet is one of the most important features of any of the tablets through
which you can access and connect your device. GPRS, EDGE, WLAN (Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Wi-Fi
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hotspot (carrier dependant)), Speed (DC-HSDPA, 42 Mbps; HSDPA, 21 Mbps; HSUPA, 5.76 Mbps,
LTE, 73 Mbps; Rev. A, up to 3.1 Mbps), Bluetooth v4.0 with A2DP technology, GPS (with A-GPS
support) and USB v2.0 are some of the platforms supporters which are pre-installed in the browsing
features of iPad 3 tablet. It consists of 3.5-mm stereo headphone mini jack, 30-pin dock connector
port, Built-in speaker, charging via power adapter or USB to computer system and Microphone.

Multimedia: iPad 3 provided some of the multimedia features through which you can make
entertainment like, Video players, Audio players, Video out support at 576p and 480p with Apple
Component AV Cable and messaging through iMessage, Email, Push Email, IM, etc.

Exclusive iPad 3 Accessories: As we know that, Smartphone/Tablets need safety, stylish,
fashionable and ease to use. And these aspects are to be overcome, when we introduces device
accessories. iPad 3 model coming up with the iPad 3 Accessories which makes it more and more
attractive and gives popularity entire the whole markets and  customers.

iPad 3 Accessories included products type and their sub-products type like; Cases (Hard Cases,
Silicone Cases, Leather Cases, Sleeves, Other Cases, Case Value Pack, Sticker Skins), Chargers
(Car Chargers, Travel Chargers, Charging Cradles), Screen Protectors (Screen Protectors, Screen
Protector Value Pack), Cables (USB Data & Charging Cables, Component Cables, 3.5mm Stereo
Cables. Other AV Cables), Adaptors (3.5mm Stereo Adapters, Other AV Adapters), Headsets,
Stylus, Phone Holders, FM Transmitters, Flash Memory & Readers, Speaker, USB Accessories,
Game Controllers, Keyboards, Microphones, Stands, Bluetooth Headsets, Remote Controls,
Headset Smart Wraps, Cleaning Kits, Power Adapters, etc. Car chargers, Travel chargers, Cradles
and Power Adapters made convenient to use the device while to go on. Screen Protectors and
cables protect the device from damages like dusts, scratches, break-up and appear in fresh look.
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